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Abstract—The main purpose of an operating system is to
control a group of processes, through a method known as CPU
scheduling. The performance and efficiency of multitasking
operating systems are determined by the use of a CPU scheduling
algorithm. Round-robin scheduling is the best solution for timeshared systems, but it is not ideal for real-time systems as it
causes more context shifts, longer wait times, and slower
turnaround times. Its performance is mostly determined by the
time quantum. Processes cannot have priorities set for them.
Round-robin scheduling does not give more critical work greater
consideration, which may affect system performance in solving
processes. On the other hand, a priority algorithm can resolve
processes' priority levels. This means that each process has a
priority assigned to it, and processes with highest priority are
executed first. If which process should come first and the process
waiting time in CPU are not considered, this can cause a
starvation problem. In this paper, a new CPU scheduling
algorithm called the mix PI-RR algorithm was developed. The
proposed algorithm is based on a combination of round-robin
(RR) and priority-based (PI) scheduling algorithms for
determining which tasks run and which should be waiting. The
disadvantages of both round-robin and priority CPU scheduling
algorithms are addressed by this novel algorithm. When using
the proposed mix PI-RR algorithm, the performance measures
indicated improved CPU scheduling. Other processes should not
be affected by the CPU's requirements. This algorithm helps the
CPU to overcome some of the problems of both algorithms.
Keywords—Average turnaround time; average waiting time;
utilization; performance measures; operating system; process

I.

In a multitasking context, CPU scheduling is a critical duty
for an operating system. A ready queue is maintained when
more than one procedure needs to be executed. In a twoprocessor system, each processor has its own ready queue. The
operating system chooses a process from a list of those in the
ready queue, and assigns the CPU to it based on an algorithm
[6], [7]. To ensure fairness and avoid hunger while allocating
CPU to processes, close attention is essential. When making
scheduling decisions, the aim is to keep the average waiting
time, average turnaround time, and number of context flips as
low as possible.
The operating system is in charge of managing the
computer's hardware and software resources, as well as
performing many functions. Processor scheduling is regarded
as a fundamental task. All resources are scheduled before they
are used, so they are available to processes when they are
needed and at a new stage in the process life cycle [8], [9]. A
short-term scheduler (STS) [10] selects a process from the
ready queue for implementation, and scheduling is the essential
function of the operating system in a computer system. These
algorithms are used to schedule tasks in the CPU; each one
outperforms the others in some performance metrics, and has
its own set of benefits and drawbacks [11].
The job of a CPU scheduler is to select a process from a
memory list of ready-to-run processes. In the following
situations, the CPU scheduling choice for a scheduler must be
made:
 Switch a process from running to ready state.

INTRODUCTION

People can shop, learn, arrange appointments, play games,
and more due to technological advancements such as mobile
phones and computers. Because humans are typically unable to
utilize and maintain these devices due to their complexity,
operating systems have emerged to address these issues [1],
[2]. They are best described as a link between the user and the
computer hardware that makes managing and controlling the
computer system easier. Both the user and the system benefit
from the services provided by operating systems [3]. On the
user side, they provide user interfaces and assist in the
implementation of programs, file management, and
information exchange with other computers, while on the
system side, they allow multiple users to share resources and
protect system resources [4], [5].

 Switch a process from waiting to ready state.
 Send a process to terminate state.
The success of the scheduler is decided by an algorithm.
High-quality CPU scheduling algorithms rely on maximize
usage rate, throughput, turnaround time, waiting time, and
response time. In multi-processing systems, the user executes
multiple applications at the same time, each of which contains
multiple processes that require the CPU to complete its
responsibilities, but only one process can acquire the CPU at a
time. As a result, CPU scheduling is required, which allows
one function to use the CPU while another waits for other
resources, improving management reliability and efficiency
[12]. One of the most significant components of the device is
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the CPU. Because most operations rely on it, we must
maximize its usage and throughput, while reducing turnaround
time, waiting time, and response time. CPU scheduling
techniques, which control how processes enter the CPU, can
meet all of these requirements [13]. There are numerous
scheduling algorithms, each of which is implemented in a
unique way. The FCFS algorithm, for example, assigns the
CPU to the first person who arrives. The SJF algorithm
allocates the CPU to the shortest task. The round-robin
algorithm assigns a time quantum to each process, calculates
its working time in the CPU, then leaves the process and
permits another to run. According to their priority, the priority
algorithm [8] determines which processes are allowed to access
the CPU. Many issues might arise during the execution of
scheduling algorithms [14].
This paper proposes a mix priority and round-robin
algorithm (mix PI-RR algorithm) for assigning a priority to a
process and eliminating starvation. This algorithm has the
optimal advantages of both priority and round-robin
algorithms. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents the literature review. In Section III, the
proposed algorithm is discussed and a flowchart is presented.
In Section IV, present the discussion and conclusion in the
final section.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
To discover the best CPU algorithm for a given procedure,
it is possible to compare the three CPU algorithms based on
their waiting times. Each algorithm has been extensively tested
and the outcomes compared. In [15], the researchers developed
an improved round-robin scheduling approach based on the
clustering algorithm, which combined the advantages of
prioritizing short operations with low round-robin scheduling
overheads to reduce the average waiting time and turnaround
time. Using the k means technique, similar processes were
clustered. These researchers employed the CPU scheduling
approach in [16] to create a fast system with fewer resources.
They were able to improve the algorithm's efficiency and
reduce its runtime. The various scheduling algorithms were
designed and implemented by them. In [17], the researchers
recommended scheduling techniques to increase the operating
system's real-time performance.
In [18], the round-robin scheduling algorithm's time
quantum concerns were addressed. The researchers developed
the smart job first dynamic round-robin technique. Using a
dynamic time-quantum technique, the program required the
CPU schedule to sort processes in ascending order based on
burst time, assign system priority, and calculate a smart priority
factor (SPF) for each process. The team created a simulator to
evaluate the proposed algorithm.
In [19], the researchers released an enhanced version of the
Fittest Job First Dynamic Round-Robin algorithm (FJFDRR),
which incorporates the process arrival time as an algorithmic
element that various queues handle. The suggested approach
was compared against current scheduling algorithms in four
test cases using the ATAT, AWT, AR, and CS metrics. Based
on the number of processes provided, the statistics
demonstrated that the suggested technique had the best
appropriate context switch rate.

The researchers presented the Enhanced Round-Robin
(ERR) algorithm in [20], which aims to increase CPU
performance by reducing the average waiting time and
turnaround time. In three separate scenarios, the suggested
algorithm was compared to the RR and IRR algorithms. The
findings revealed that this approach performed better by
reducing the average WT and average TAT.
The researchers suggested the Modified Priority
Preemptive Scheduling Technique as a novel CPU scheduling
algorithm in [21]. Priority pre-scheduling is implemented in a
cyclical manner by the algorithm. The results indicated that the
novel technique handled the starving problem, while also
improving the speed of the standard preemptive algorithm.
In [22], the researchers proposed an approach for managing
loads and prioritizing selection of tasks.
The SJF algorithm must be used to rank jobs, followed by
the RR algorithm for execution. The findings demonstrated that
the ad hoc algorithm prioritizes higher priority jobs and
executes them rapidly, while contextual switching is reduced
for low priority processes, reducing the options between RR
and SJF.
In the Cyber-Physical System, the researcher presented a
scheduling strategy for high-priority random jobs [23]. A fog
group is used in idle time to process the most recent available
time and execution time before assigning the system to a
random high-priority task. This method speeds up the dispatch
of high-priority random jobs, allowing them to be performed
more quickly.
A number of CPU scheduling algorithms have been
developed in recent years to ensure predictable processor
allocation. Often, the best features of each algorithm have been
combined to create the ideal algorithm for a given situation.
The upgraded round-robin (IRR) CPU scheduling algorithm,
invented by Mishra, is an improved round-robin scheduler. It is
comparable to round-robin (RR), but is a little better [24]. IRR
chooses the first process from the ready queue and gives it the
CPU for up to one QT. When a process completes its QT, it
checks the remaining CPU burst time of the presently
executing process.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The round-robin algorithm does not consider the
importance and significance of processes; it simply solves the
queue, so the process order that the CPU performs causes a
decrease in the CPU efficiency. The priority algorithm has
some disadvantages because it solves the process priority for
which process come first, so it performs the process with the
highest priority and does not consider the arrival time or size of
the process. It also ignores CPU bursts that can cause
starvation. Therefore, this study created a mix of the two
previous algorithms to decrease the disadvantages for the
operating system environment. Mix PI-RR algorithm and
flowchart of the proposed Mix PI-RR algorithm is shown in
“Fig. 1 and 2”.
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Round Robin
Algorithm

NOTE 2: If they were equal in the redundancy column, the
arrival time to the central processing unit was taken. To break
ties, processes with equal priority were completed on a FCFS
basis.

Priority
Algorithm

NOTE 3: If a process was running and another process
arrived with the highest priority, it did not interrupt the work of
the process, but waited until the end of the quantum time.
IV. DISCUSSION

Proposed Mix Priority and
Round Robin Algorithm
(Mix PI-RR Algorithm)
Fig. 1. Mix PI-RR Algorithm.
Start

Add all processes in the
ready queue

Define a priority
specifications of the
process
No

Define a Time Quantum
Change the process
priority to the lowest
priority in the queue
Arrange the processes
based on the priority

Sample 1: The first dataset, which contained seven
processes, was used in this sample from the benchmark
datasets used in the studies. In addition to explaining how the
suggested algorithm works, this research developed a Gantt
chart for the method. For the following collection of processes,
Table I shows the length of the CPU-burst period in
milliseconds. We assigned the time quantum as 3 ms for each
process. Tables II and III show gantt chart of sample 1 and
turnaround time and waiting time of sample 1, respectively.

No

Is the
process has the
highest
priority

Preparing a successful proposal for a newly inspired
algorithm in such a pure field is not a simple undertaking.
Given the difficulties of this research topic, it was necessary to
propose a new optimization technique with novel aspects.
Apart from the innovation, the authors' findings were supported
by a dataset and a comparison of some criteria between
algorithms. As a result, the three samples from the literature
were utilized as examples in this study, and the average TAT
and average WT of both the proposed and presented algorithms
were compared. The average TAT and average WT are
examined and compared to the current round-robin scheduling
algorithm in different cases. Some scenarios were
demonstrated, the results of each iteration were studied, and the
final outputs were compared using the round-robin algorithm
to verify the quality and efficiency of the suggested mix PI-RR
algorithm.

The redundancy
column < 3

Yes

TABLE I.
Execute For Time
Quantum

No

Burst time < Time
Quantum

Yes

Execute till
completion

PROCESSES OF SAMPLE 1

Termination

End

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Proposed Mix PI-RR Algorithm.

The proposed algorithm adds two more columns to the
original columns in the round-robin as follows:
Priority column: The CPU gives some processes higher
priority than others. The number of times to repeat this is listed
in the second column. If the procedure is prioritized three times
then, in the central processing unit, the original priority is
updated and the lowest priority is assigned. Following this, the
processes will be carried out in accordance with the arrival
time of the central processing unit (CPU). Finally, when the
CPU receives the lowest priority process, the priority will be
activated again. Then, it will be implemented three times
before being assigned the lowest priority in the central
processing unit (CPU).
NOTE 1: If more than one process had the same priority
after a change, we looked at the redundancy column, and then
we implemented the process with the fewest repetitions.

Process

CPU Burst
time

Arrival
time

Priority

Number of times
repeat

P1

9

0

3

///

P2

9

2

2

///

P3

12

4

4

///=7

P4

8

5

1

///

P5

7

6

5

///

P6

9

6

7

///

P7

12

6

6

///=7

TABLE II.
P1
0-3

P2
3-6

P4
6-9

P4
9-12

GANTT CHART OF SAMPLE 1
P4
12-14

P2
14-17

P2
17-20

P1
20-23

P1
23-26

P3

P3

P3

P5

P5

P5

P7

26-29

29-32

32-35

35-38

38-41

41-42

42-45

P7

P7

P6

P6

P6

P3

P7

45-48

48-51

51-54

54-57

57-60

60-63

63-66
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TABLE III.

TURNAROUND TIME AND WAITING TIME OF SAMPLE 1

Process

Turnaround Time (ms)

Waiting time

P1

26

17

P2

18

9

P3

31

19

P4

9

1

P5

36

29

P6

54

45

P7

45

33

Average

31.285

21.875

Sample 2: For the following collection of processes,
Table IV shows the length of the CPU-burst period in
milliseconds. We assigned the time quantum as 5 ms for each
process, which contained eight processes. Tables V and VI
show gantt chart of sample 2 and turnaround time and waiting
time of sample 2, respectively.
TABLE IV.

PROCESSES OF SAMPLE 2

Process

CPU Burst
time

Arrival
time

Priority

Number of times
repeat

P1

15

0

4

///

P2

18

0

1, 8

/// , /

P3

15

0

2

///

P4

14

0

3

///

P5

12

0

7

///

P6

20

0

8

P7

7

0

5

//

P8

8

0

6

//

TABLE V.
P2

P2

P2

0-5

5-10

10-15

P4

P1

P1

40-44

44-49

P5
74-79

CPU Burst
time

Arrival
time

Priority

Number of times
repeat

P1

9

0

10

//

P2

12

0

9

///

P3

15

0

6

///

P4

17

0

3

///=10

P5

12

0

2

///

P6

14

0

8

///

P7

16

0

7

///,=10,/

P8

13

0

4

///

P9

6

0

5

//

P10

15

0

1

///

TABLE VIII. GANTT CHART OF SAMPLE 3
P10

P10

P10

P5

P5

P5

P4

P4

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-27

27-32

32-37

P4

P8

P8

P8

P9

P9

P3

P3

37-42

42-47

47-52

52-55

55-60

60-61

61-66

66-71

P3

P7

P7

P7

P6

P6

P6

P2

71-76

76-81

81-86

86-91

91-96

96-101

101-105

105-110

P2

P2

P1

P1

P4

P7

110-115

115-117

117-122

122-126

126-128

128-129

P3

P4

P4
35-40

TURNAROUND TIME AND WAITING TIME OF SAMPLE 3

Process

Turnaround Time (ms)

Waiting time

P1

126

117

P2

117

105

P3

76

61

P4

128

111

P5

27

15

P6

105

91

20-25

25-30

30-35

P1

P7

P7

P8

P8

49-54

54-59

59-64

64-66

66-71

71-74

P7

129

113

P5

P5

P2

P6

P6

P6

P6

P8

55

42

79-84

84-86

86-89

89-94

94-99

99-104

104-109

P9

61

55

P10

15

0

Average

83.9

71

TABLE VI.

15-20

P3

PROCESSES OF SAMPLE 3

Process

TABLE IX.

GANTT CHART OF SAMPLE 2
P3

TABLE VII.

TURNAROUND TIME AND WAITING TIME OF SAMPLE 2

Process

Turnaround Time (ms)

Waiting time

P1

59

46

P2

89

71

P3

30

15

P4

44

30

P5

86

74

P6

109

89

P7

66

59

P8

74

64

Average

69.625

56

Sample 3: For the following collection of processes,
Table VII shows the length of the CPU-burst period in
milliseconds. We assigned the time quantum as 5 ms for each
process, which contained ten processes. Tables VIII and IX
show gantt chart of sample 3 and turnaround time and waiting
time of sample 3, respectively.
Scheduling is a fundamental operating system feature.
Almost all computer resources are pre-programmed before they
are used. One of the most important computer resources is the
central processing unit (CPU). Its scheduling is crucial to the
architecture of an operating system. Which processes run and
which processes wait are determined by CPU scheduling. CPU
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scheduling is critical because it has a significant impact on
resource usage, system performance, and CPU efficiency.
Process execution is made up of a cycle of CPU execution
(CPU burst) and I/O wait (I/O burst), with CPU burst coming
first, then I/O burst, then another I/O burst, and so on. The
most recent CPU explosion ends with a system request to stop
the process.

TABLE XI.

COMPARING AVERAGE WAITING TIME
Average Waiting Time (ms)
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Proposed Mix PI-RR Algorithm

21.875

56

71

Round Robin

39.428

67.375

94

Due to their significant waiting time, long response time,
large turnaround time, and low throughput, existing roundrobin CPU scheduling algorithms cannot be used in real-time
operating systems. Furthermore, existing priority CPU
scheduling algorithms are inadequate for real-time operating
systems since they create starvation, and do not take into
consideration which processes come first and the time spent
waiting for them to run in the CPU.
The proposed mix priority and round-robin algorithm (mix
PI-RR algorithm) is an algorithm that obtains the optimal
advantages of both priority and round-robin algorithms.
Round-robin scheduling does not give any process priority or
additional consideration based on other processes, and
processes cannot have priorities set for them. Therefore,
delayed execution of important processes may affect the
performance of the whole system. On the other hand, in the
priority algorithm, each process is assigned a priority.
Processes with highest priority are executed first. However,
this occurs without taking into account which process comes
first and the time the process has been waiting in CPU to run,
and this can cause starvation. Therefore, this paper introduced
the mix PI-RR algorithm to assign a priority to important
processes, without causing starvation.
The average waiting and turnaround times depend on the
number of processes in the ready queue; as number of
processes increases, time cost increases. In addition, long burst
times of the processes increase the time cost. To emphasize the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm, samples datasets varying
in number and burst times of processes are used. The proposed
mix PI-RR algorithm enhances CPU performance in general,
the results revealed that wait time and turnaround time were
reduced. Furthermore, the CPU algorithms enabled the user to
obtain good results without increasing the time. Tables X and
XI show the average turnaround time and average waiting time
of the proposed mix PI-RR algorithm and current round-robin
algorithm. As observed from the average turnaround time and
average waiting time, the performance of the proposed mix PIRR algorithm was better than the current round-robin
algorithm. It is clearly observed that average turnaround time
and average waiting time of the processes are optimum for
proposed Mix PI-RR algorithm compared to round robin
fundamental algorithm. The comparison between the proposed
mix PI-RR algorithm and the current round-robin algorithm is
shown in “Fig. 3 and 4”.
TABLE X.

COMPARING AVERAGE TURNAROUND TIME
Average Turnaround Time (ms)
Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Proposed Mix PI-RR Algorithm

31.285

69.625

83.9

Round Robin

48.8571

90

106.9

Fig. 3. Comparing Average Turnaround Time.

Fig. 4. Comparing Waiting Time.

V. CONCLUSION
The algorithm presented here outperforms several other
algorithms; in general, it outperforms the RR and prioritybased methods. No algorithm is ideal in every circumstance. It
is impossible to watch a precise scheduling algorithm in action,
yet precise performance can be viewed in real-time operating
system operations. Several elements, such as changeable
capacity, have a substantial impact on performance. This study
introduced a real-time operating system and real-time tasks.
We highlighted RR and priority drawbacks like high average
turnaround, high context switching, high response time, high
turnaround time, and low throughput, as well as the failure to
take into account the process that should be first and how long
processes have been waiting. After analyzing RR and priority
algorithm’s performances and drawbacks, we proposed a new
algorithm, named mix priority and round-robin (the mix PI-RR
algorithm), which deals with the drawbacks of simple roundrobin and priority algorithms. This new approach performed
better than a simple RR and priority, by taking the best features
of each algorithm and combining them to create the ideal
algorithm for a given situation in terms of average waiting time
and average turnaround time. This study justified the mix
between priority and round-robin to help the CPU overcome
indefinite blocking or starvation (leaving some lower priority
processes waiting in CPU) in priority algorithms, and using
queue up to solve the processes regardless of the importance
and priority of the process for the CPU in the round-robin
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algorithm. The results of this evaluation highlight ways in
which instructional material should be clarified. It will be
important for the proposed algorithm to be more efficient and
effective than current CPU scheduling algorithms. Finally,
further research is needed to compare it with other algorithms.
In future work, simulations of CPU scheduling strategies are
recommended. The most efficient way to evaluate a scheduling
algorithm is to code it and include it in an operating system;
then, the algorithm's correct working capabilities can be
determined in real-time systems. Further research and studies
in the future should be carried out to discover other scheduling
algorithms that are optimal in certain situations and, hence,
deliver the highest level of user satisfaction.
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